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Web Sites

U.S. Academic Centers

Academic Consortium on International Trade
http://www.fordschool.umich.edu/rsie/acit/
The site for the Academic Consortium on International Trade (ACIT) is a collection of free, full-text writings by scholars and commentators on international trade policy and international economic law. Papers are categorized broadly by topic, then by author perspective (pro, con, neutral). The steering committee for the ACIT consists of academic economists and lawyers from the University of Michigan, University of Wisconsin, Columbia University, and Yale University.

The Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy
http://brie.berkeley.edu/%7Ebriewww/
Affiliated with University of California at Berkeley, the Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy (BRIE) website offers free full-text papers, newsletters, annual reports, and articles generated by the organization. Current research interests include: the impact of information and communication technology on European and American economies and societies and their interactions, electronic commerce, and U.S.-China-Japan relations.

Center for Economic Policy Analysis (CEPA)
http://www.newschool.edu/cepa/index.htm
A New School University based center, CEPA offers working papers and research briefs on economic policy—many of which pertain to globalization. Current and archived editions of the center’s electronic newsletter are also free to download, with many articles about globalization.

Center for Globalization and Policy Research
http://www.sppsr.ucla.edu/cgpr/overview.htm
A University of California Los Angeles based center, this resource features free full-text scholarly working papers on globalization topics including finance, labor, social policies, and environmental impact. A related site devoted to globalization issues pertaining to Africa is also featured.

Center for Global, International, and Regional Studies (CGIRS)
http://www2.ucsc.edu/cgirs/index.html
Located at the University of California, Santa Cruz, CGIRS pursues research among the following areas: civil society and social movements; global economics; global environment and development; regions and networks; and globalization, states and regulations. Each area contains a description and free full-text working papers.

Center for International Development
http://www.cid.harvard.edu/cidinformation/
Home of the Center of International Development (CID), a Harvard organization interested in cross-disciplinary research pertaining to sustainable international development. The site includes research data sets, free full-text discussion papers from Intergovernmental Group of Twenty-Four on International Monetary Affairs (G-24), the Consulting Assistance on Economic Reform program (CAER II), and the CID.

Center for the Study of Global Change
http://www.indiana.edu/~global/
An Indiana University based center, the Center for the Study of Global Change sponsors a variety of educational and research projects pertaining to global issues including the effects of social transformation, impact of power, and the growing influence of nationalism and movements of cultural identity. Many international resources are available, such as “Access International” WWW links for vital information on world nations, research guides and working papers for purchase, and a unique international scholarly video conferencing directory (GIANT).
Colorado University Globalization and Democracy Research: “Responding to Globalization”
http://www.colorado.edu/IBS/PEC/gadconf/
Site for GAD conference held in April 2002. Free full-text papers from presenters at the conference are available to download.

Dante B. Fascell North-South Center
http://www.miami.edu/nsc/index.html
The Dante B. Fascell North-South Center at the University of Miami is a public policy studies center with special emphasis on global policies in the Western Hemisphere. Topics of research include trade and economic policy, migration, democratic governance, security, corruption, the environment, and information technology. Working papers and policy reports are freely available to download. Also featured are materials from a three-part conference series on Columbia

G.W. Center for the Study of Globalization
http://www.gwu.edu/%7Egwcsig/index.htm
Based at George Washington University, this site offers full-text discussion papers, reports, conference transcripts, and articles related to globalization. Signature projects include: Globalization and Convergence, Global Financing and Investment, and Globalization and Information Technology. Also featured is an ongoing report on protesting globalization and an occasional paper series.

Global Trade Negotiations Home Page
http://www.cid.harvard.edu/cidtrade/index.html
A comprehensive academic resource produced by the Center for International Development at Harvard University. The site serves as a centralized information resource on global trade negotiations, with links to free full-text articles and papers, news, and other electronic resources pertaining to global trade negotiations and the multilateral trade system.

globalEDGE
http://globaledge.msu.edu/
globalEDGE is a comprehensive resource for global business information and research hosted by the Broad College of Business at Michigan State University. globalEDGE offers full-text scholarly discussion papers, webcasts, breaking global news and special reports, online discussion forum. This site also features vital facts, breaking news, maps, and electronic resources for over 190 countries.

Globalization Research Center at the University of Hawaii at Manoa
http://www.globalhawaii.org/home.html
Emphasizing globalization issues pertaining to the Asia-Pacific region, the GRC offers free full-text articles, essays, and papers. An online discussion forum is available, as well as a list of online globalization resources. Users must search for papers and links through a search engine, rather than a directory.

Globalization Research Center at the University of South Florida
http://www.cas.usf.edu/GlobalResearch/
The Globalization Research Center at USF focuses on three areas related to globalization: water, health, and development—particularly with regard to their impact in Latin America and the Caribbean. The GRC also investigates “the nexus of all three of these areas vis a vis ecotourism and biodiversity.” Explanatory articles and working definitions of globalization are included, as well as research briefs of the GRC’s projects.

Globalization Research Network
http://www.globalgrn.org/
The Globalization Research Network is a collective of four academic centers pursuing globalization research: the University of Hawaii at Manoa, the University of South Florida, the University of California at Los Angeles, and the George Washington University. Each university conducts research on their own assigned areas of expertise and collaborates on research projects and public education activities. Some free full-text papers and articles are available within specific projects, as well as general explanatory articles about globalization.
The Globalization Website
Hosted by Emory University, this site provides essential content regarding globalization such as key terms, major principles and issues, biographical sketches of key actors, and book reviews of recent publications. Much of the content is oriented towards the social sciences.

Group of 24 Research Program
http://ksghome.harvard.edu/~drodrik.academic.ksg/G24Papers.htm
Coordinated by Professor Dani Rodrik of the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, the Group of 24 Research Program is a collection of discussion papers prepared under the research program of the Intergovernmental Group of Twenty-Four on International Monetary Affairs (G-24). Papers are free to download.

Institute for International Studies (IIS)
http://iis.stanford.edu/
The IIS consists of five major research centers based at Stanford University: Asia/Pacific; Democracy, Development and the Rule of Law; Environmental Science and Policy; Health Policy; and International Security and Cooperation. Each center offers free full-text papers, news, and events. Also available are lecture transcripts and op-eds by IIS faculty and members.

Institute for Research on World Systems (IROWS)
http://irows.ucr.edu/
IROWS is based at the University of California, Riverside and pursues “comparative research on the rise and fall of civilizations, long-term processes of globalization and climate change.” Research projects include "Trajectories and causes of structural globalization: 1800-2000," urbanization and empire formation, and formation and integration of global elites. Some working papers are freely available to download, as well as project briefs and conference papers.

International Political Economy Network
http://csf.colorado.edu/ipe/
Home of two Internet projects hosted by Communications for a Sustainable Future at Colorado University: IPEnet and Electronic Resource Initiatives. IPEnet is an email discussion list of students, scholars, activists, and others from more than 40 countries. The Electronic Resource Initiative is a collection of archived electronic documents retrievable through the WWW or ftp obtained by searching geographically or thematically.

New Global History
http://web.mit.edu/newglobalhistory/
An initiative based at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the New Global History “seeks to encourage both theorizing and the carrying out of empirical research concerning the processes of globalization” through both a historical and a transcultural perspective. Free full-text articles are available, as well as a bibliography with full-text reviews.

UC Atlas of Global Inequality
http://ucatlas.ucsc.edu/
Hosted by the University of California, Santa Cruz, the UC Atlas of Global Inequality provides freely downloadable maps and graphics that depict global inequalities pertaining to health, development, economics, and other issues. Teaching guides and activities are also featured.

UCLA Globalization Research Center—Africa
http://www.globalization-africa.org/index.php
Hosted by the University of California Los Angeles, this site features research and current news related to Africa and globalization. Also included are working papers and annotated bibliographies from various projects completed by the center.

World Policy Institute
http://worldpolicy.org/
Affiliated with New School University, the World Policy Institute site offers limited full-text access to their online journal, World Policy Journal, online discussion of world events, and archived web casts of lectures and events.
Non-U.S. Academic Centers

Association of Concerned African Scholars
http://acas.prairienet.org/
Current articles, reports, and discussion papers related to U.S. policy and scholarly communication with African nations, freely available by scholars and students of Africa. Also featured on the site are opportunities for action on U.S./African issues.

CSERGE: Centre for Social and Economic Research on the Global Environment
http://www.uea.ac.uk/env/c serge/
CSERGE is based at the University of East Anglia that specializes in interdisciplinary research on global environmental policies and issues. Some topics of research are: management of natural resources; governance for sustainability; waste and energy management; environmental valuation; social resilience, justice, and equity; risk assessment; institutional analysis; and sustainable consumption. A working papers series is free to download.

Centre for Global Studies
http://www.globalcentres.org/
Based at the University of Victoria the CGS performs “collaborative, policy-oriented inquiry into the impacts of globalization on a broad spectrum of inter-related issues encompassing international governance and finance, the environment, security, and sustainable development.” The Centre focuses on issues in the three thematic areas of sustainability, security and governance. Globalization news, journal articles, research projects, and publication abstracts are freely available on the site.

Centre for the Study of Globalisation and Regionalisation
http://www.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/CSGR/
Hosted by the University of Warwick, the Centre for the Study of Globalisation and Regionalisation aims to define and explain globalization and comprehensively deal with globalization and its linkages with regionalization. This site features a working paper series, “hot topics” full-text papers, and previews of forthcoming publications.

Development Economics Research Group
http://www.econ.ku.dk/DERG/
Hosted by the University of Copenhagen, DERG is a Danish network of economists with a research interest in development economics. Topics include: developing countries in the global economy; national economic development policies; agriculture, environment and resource utilization; theory of development economics; poverty and food security; and aid policy. An extensive bibliography of DERG books, PhD dissertations, working papers, and articles is featured with a limited number available to freely download.

Eldis Globalisation Resource Guide
http://www.eldis.org/globalisation/index.htm
Directory of free online full-text documents related to globalization indexed and annotated by Eldis, an online resource hosted by the Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex. Document types include research reports, working papers, discussion papers, conference papers, statistics, case studies, and policy briefings.

G.E.P.: The Leverhulme Centre for Research on Globalisation and Economic Policy
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/economics/leverhulme/
A University of Nottingham based center, the GEP’s research is structured around three main issues: globalization and labor Markets, the internationalization of economic policy, and globalization, productivity and technology. Research papers are archived and free to download. Transcripts, presentations, and summaries of lectures and conferences are also available.

Globalization and Poverty (GAP) Research Program
http://www.gapresearch.org/index.html
Directed from the Institute of Development Studies at the University of Sussex, GAP is a three year program (2000-2003) of research conducting research under three themes: production, trade and labor markets; capital flows, investment and debt; and global governance and institutions. Free pdf files of working papers, briefs, and executive summaries of projects are available, as well as related links and other electronic resources.
Institute of Development Studies Research Globalisation  
http://www.ids.ac.uk/ids/global/index.html  
Papers, research projects, agendas, and policy analysis generated by the Globalisation Research Team from the Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex. Topics include “Corporate Responsibility for Development,” “Global-Local Governance,” and “Trade Liberalisation and Poverty.” Many papers are freely available in pdf files.

Institute on Globalization and the Human Condition  
http://www.humanities.mcmaster.ca/~global/home.htm  
The IGHC is a McMaster University-based institute comprised of thirty social science and humanities scholars. This site features free full-text working papers, bibliographies, and research opportunities on such topics as general globalization theory, historical antecedents, nationalism, globalization and autonomy, and human rights.

RMIT Globalism Institute  
Institute based at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology “undertakes engaged research into globalisation, transnationalism, nationalism and cultural diversity…with an emphasis on the cultural implications of political and economic transformation.” Free full-text articles, papers, speeches, etc. by RMIT scholars are available to download.
Institutes and Centers

The Brookings Institution – Global Economics
http://www.brookings.edu/data/brookings_taxonomy.xml?taxonomy=Economics,%20Global
Resources on this site include free full-text journal and newspaper articles, policy briefs, and transcriptions from Brookings events. Topics include issues pertaining to development economics, international trade, global governance, international macroeconomics, and regional and country studies. Users may search by topic or scholar.

The Brookings Institution – Global Politics
http://www.brookings.edu/data/brookings_taxonomy.xml?taxonomy=Politics,%20Global
Resources on this site include free full-text journal and newspaper articles, policy briefs, and transcriptions from Brookings events. Topics include issues pertaining to the European Union, humanitarian issues and human rights, international organizations, policy issues, regional and country studies, terrorism, U.S. policymaking process, and weapons of mass destruction. Users may search by topic or scholar.

Center for International Policy
http://www.ciponline.org/
CIP is a Washington, D.C. based center that promotes a U.S. foreign policy “based on international cooperation, demilitarization and respect for basic human rights,” with an interest in security in south and northeast Asia, illegal financial flows, and to increase citizen participation in Central America. News articles, commentary, conference papers and transcripts, and formal reports are available.

Centre for Research on Globalisation
http://globalresearch.ca/
Based in Montreal, the Centre for Research on Globalisation (CRG) is an independent research and media group which focuses on the effects of globalization. News articles, commentary, background research and analysis on a broad range of issues are freely available. Video clips, photo galleries, and archived articles are available by subject.

Council on Foreign Relations
http://www.cfr.org/
Council on Foreign Relations, a New York-based nonpartisan think tank, offers free full-text articles, papers, op-eds, interviews, transcripts, and online journal, The Source. The site also features a calendar of world events and poll data from the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press.

Economic Policy Institute
http://www.epinet.org/
The Economic Policy Institute is a “nonprofit, nonpartisan think tank that seeks to broaden the public debate about strategies to achieve a prosperous and fair economy.” This site offers free full-text articles and papers about trade and globalization, as well as publications for purchase.

Focus on the Global South
http://www.focusweb.org/
Bangkok based Focus on the Global South “strives to create a distinct and cogent link between development at the grassroots and the ‘macro’ levels.” Primary emphasis is given to the Asian-Pacific South, although the whole global south is within its interests. Free articles and papers are available to download.

Foreign Policy in Focus: Globalization in Focus
An international network of policy analysts and advocates, the FPIF is a collaborative project of the Interhemispheric Resource Center (IRC) and the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS). Free full-text articles and reports generated by the organization are available as well as current news items related to globalization. Topics include WTO, citizen-based global affairs agendas, and North-South dialogue, and global justice.
Globalization Research Center
http://www.cio.com/research/global/
From an online version of CIO magazine, this site includes statistics, white papers, and articles written for chief
information officers involved in an organization that wishes to become a global operation. Most of the articles are
free, full-text.

Institute for International Economics
http://www.iie.com/homepage.htm
Washington, D.C. based Institute for International Economics is a “private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research
institution devoted to the study of international economic policy.” The site includes free full-text articles, papers,
and speeches on current issues such as the Argentina financial crisis, contagion in Latin America, and Japan’s
economic situation. Research areas specific to globalization include environment, labor, migration, politics, and
other issues.

International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development
http://www.ichtsd.org/
Based in Geneva, the International Centre for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICTSD), an independent not-for-
profit non-governmental organization, seeks to serve as a “provider of original, non-partisan reporting and
facilitation services at the intersection of international trade and sustainable development.” Articles and briefs are
freely available.
Government and Governing Bodies

Department for International Development
http://www.dfid.gov.uk/
DFID is a department of the British government “responsible for promoting sustainable development and reducing poverty” with a specific interest in sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe. This site offers free full-text consultation papers, transcripts of speeches, and news items generated by or pertaining to the DFID.

Foreign Trade Statistics
http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/www/
Produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, this site contains free information regarding trade statistics and regulations. Free, full-text reports and census updates are also available.

Free Trade Area of the Americas
http://www.ftaa-alca.org/alca_e.asp
Official home page of the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) process. The site hosts free documents from the FTAA process initiated in the 1994 Summit of the Americas.

International Trade Administration
http://www.ita.doc.gov/
Official home page for the International Trade Administration, a government office that supports American businesses participating in international trade. The site hosts much information about international trade rules, economic snapshot of various countries, trade statistics, and much more. Most of the information is free and available in full-text.

NAFTA Secretariat
http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org/
Official site of the NAFTA Secretariat, a trilateral organization concerned with the administration of the dispute settlement provisions of NAFTA. Free, full-text reports, rosters, and other publications are available.

Office of the United States Trade Representative
http://www.ustr.gov/
Official site of the U.S. Trade Representative, headed by Robert B. Zoellick. The site includes current news regarding the activities of Zoellick and other major global organizations such as the WTO. Reports and information about trade and the environment, world regions, monitoring and enforcement, and the WTO and multilateral affairs. Also featured are speeches, testimony, and press releases from the USTR.

UN Global Compact
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/Portal/
A compact introduced by Secretary-General Kofi Annan designed to promote good corporate global citizenship and cooperation between the U.N. and corporations. Free full-text articles, papers and speeches pertaining to the Global Compact. Also featured is a list of participating companies and information about Global Compact outreach and networks.

UNESCO: Management of Social Transformations (MOST): Globalisation and Governance
http://www.unesco.org/most/most3.htm
A clearinghouse of international, comparative, and policy-relevant research, MOST offers free full-text discussion papers, policy papers, training materials, and articles related to globalization issues. There is an extensive article regarding the UN’s role in globalization. A bibliography is also included on the topics of global, local, and sound governance, respectively. Conference papers and summaries are available, as well as a calendar of conferences and events pertaining to global governance and globalization.
United States International Trade Commission
http://www.usitc.gov/
This official site for the United States International Trade Commission provides updated news regarding the commission’s activity, press releases, free reports and publications, and several interactive databases that are freely available to the general public.

World Trade Organization
http://www.wto.org/
Home of the World Trade Organization, an international organization dealing with the global rules of trade among nations based in Geneva. Resources include: history and mission of the WTO, organizational structure, news, free full-text documents, publications, statistics, and analysis.
Trade and Financial Organizations

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
http://www.apecsec.org.sg/
Home of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), an organization of twenty-one member countries participating and facilitating trade, economic growth, and expansion in the Asia-Pacific region. This site offers free and for purchase documents regarding the APEC’s activities.

Business Partners for Development
http://www.bpdweb.org/
This resource contains free full-text reports of 30 research projects conducted by Business Partners for Development (an initiative of the World Bank), with the aim of supporting and promoting partnerships between business, civil society, and government. Primary focus is given to natural resources, water and sanitation, global partnership for youth development, and global road safety. While the initiative officially ended in 2001, leaders of major clusters continue their work and post to the BPD site.

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
http://www.oecd.org/EN/home/EN-home-0-nodirectorate-no-no-no-0,00.html
Home of Paris-based Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), an organization with thirty member countries best known for its publications and its statistics covering global economic and social issues. Site includes many free publications and statistics.

World Bank Group: Globalization
http://www1.worldbank.org/economicpolicy/globalization/
A comprehensive resource which includes: free pdf working papers, briefs, essays; online discussion forum; data and statistics of foreign direct investment, international capital flows, and international trade; PowerPoint presentations. There is also a separate, related research site linked to the aforementioned site with further resources with more current working papers, briefs, data sets and summaries, and abstracts of current research: (http://econ.worldbank.org/topic.php?topic=2231)
News and Electronic Journals

Corporate Watch
http://www.corpwatch.org/
A free online journal, Corporate Watch “counters corporate-led globalization through education, network-building and activism.” Articles from a variety of online journals and original articles are included on this site. Also featured are research guides, an issue library, and opportunities for activism.

Foreign Policy
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/index.php
Foreign Policy is an electronic version of a journal of the same title which focuses on “global politics, economics, and ideas.” Resources available on the site include access to select articles from the current issue, breaking global news, country data from the CIA World Fact Book, and a comprehensive list of links related to foreign policy.

Global Networks
http://www.globalnetworksjournal.com
Peer-reviewed electronic journal “devoted to the social scientific understanding of globalization and transnationalism.” Features include political economy of global networks, transnational and inter-governmental governance, network theories, and more. Fee-based, subscription only.

Globalisation - BBC World Service
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/programmes/globalisation/
Investigative reports on topics pertaining to globalization by BBC reporters. Topics include: multinational corporations, the fast food industry, and the music industry.

The Globalist
http://www.theglobalist.com/
Free electronic journal with articles about globalization and its relationship to children, culture, development, health, women, and other factors. One new feature is presented each day; articles are archived. The Globalist also hosts a non-partisan think-tank: the Globalist Research Center.

globalization.com
http://www.globalization.com/index.cfm
This site is a portal for news, white papers, job opportunities, and other information pertaining to globalization, internationalization, localization, and translation. Some free full-text information is available, other publications are for purchase.

Journal of World-Systems Research
http://csf.colorado.edu/jwsr/
Journal of World-Systems Research is a free electronic journal sponsored by the Institute for Research on World-Systems at the University of California, Riverside and Center for Global, International, and Regional Studies at the University of California, Santa Cruz. The editors encourage a variety of theoretical stances including civilizationists, evolutionary approaches, international political economy; comparative, historical and cultural analysis. Archived are also freely retrievable. A special issue on globalization is featured.

Multinational Monitor
http://multinationalmonitor.org/monitor.html
The Multinational Monitor is a free electronic monthly magazine devoted primarily to examining the activities of multinational companies. The magazine also covers issues involving labor, the environment, corporate crime, multilateral banks and development.
OneWorld.net
http://www.oneworld.net/article/frontpage/10/3
Online news source featuring breaking news and views from over 1500 international organizations working for human rights and sustainable development. News and reports are organized under three major campaigns: climate change, corporate accountability, and trade justice. Full coverage is devoted to the following: development, economy, environment, health human rights, information and media, politics, and war and peace. Country guides are also available which include vital statistics and pertinent news and articles.

YaleGlobal Online Magazine
http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/index.jsp
Free electronic publication of the Yale Center for the Study of Globalization. This site features free full-text articles, papers, news, and book excerpts on topics related to globalization such as economy, gender, environment labor, health, and more. Information is also divided by global regions (Africa, Americas, etc.) Multi-media presentations are also included on the site.
Activism and International Organizations

C.E.C.: Commission for Environmental Cooperation
http://www.cec.org/home/index.cfm?varlan=english
Based in Montreal, the CEC is an international organization created under the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, with representatives from Canada, Mexico, and the United States, interested in regional environmental concerns, prevention of trade and environmental conflicts, and enforcement of environmental law. The site offers breaking environmental news, calendar of key events, grant information, and free full-text articles and reports.

Citizens’ Network on Essential Services
http://www.challengeglobalization.org/
Based in Tacoma Park, Maryland, the Citizens’ Network on Essential Services supports citizen groups in developing and transitional countries that endeavor to influence policy decisions regarding essential services. Full-text articles largely written by members of CNES appear on a range of issues pertaining to globalization and its effects on essential services.

Commission on Globalisation
http://www.commissiononglobalization.org/
A network of global leaders, the Commission on Globalisation was founded after State of the World Forum 2000, convened September 4-10, 2000 in New York. This site features upcoming events, white papers, conference summaries, reports, and news items related to commission members.

Friends of the Earth
http://www.foe.org/
An international network of grassroots organizations, Friends of the Earth offers free full-text policy briefs, press releases, editorials, data sheets, and news items regarding environmental issues, legislation, and policy. Topics include: health, economic policy, climate change, IMF, GE food, and corporate accountability.

Global Policy Network
http://www.gpn.org/
The Global Policy Network (GPN) “provides information to the general public on the state of working people in the global economy.” This site offers free country reports with statistics and labor analysis, articles, and papers about global market issues.

Globalization and Human Rights
http://www.pbs.org/globalization/home.html
Site of a PBS special Globalization and Human Rights. Users may view full-text transcripts as well as complete interviews with people including Thabo Mbeki, Ralph Nader, and Newt Gingrich.

Globalize This
http://sept.globalizethis.org/
A site for activists pursuing anti-globalization issues sponsored by Mobilization for Global Justice. Users may download legal information, posters, contacts, research and fact sheets, and current anti-globalization activist events.

International Forum on Globalization
http://www.ifg.org/contact.htm
Based in San Francisco, the International Forum on Globalization (IFG) is comprised of sixty leading activists, scholars, economists, researchers and writers representing over 60 organizations in 25 countries. Full-text analysis of the WTO, IMF, and the UN is available as well as books for purchase.

Open Democracy-Globalisation
http://www.opendemocracy.net/globalisation/index.jsp
On-line forum for papers, articles, and opinions regarding globalization. This site features topics such as world summits, politics of protest, institutions and government, trade, migration, and corporate responsibility. The user may be required to subscribe in order to download certain documents.

Public Citizen: Global Trade Watch
http://www.citizen.org/trade/index.cfm
Global Trade Watch is a division of Public Citizen, a progressive organization founded by Ralph Nader, which promotes a public interest perspective on globalization issues, including “implications for our food, health and safety, environmental protection, economic justice, and democratic, accountable governance.” Free full-text articles, papers, and reports generated by the GTW are available. Reports include cross-indexed articles, commentaries, and reports on related topics.

Third World Network
http://www.twnside.org.sg/
The Third World Network is an “independent non-profit international network of organizations and individuals involved in issues relating to development, the Third World and North-South issues.” Free full-text articles and papers about global trade, governance, environmental, health and labor issues are featured.

Transnational Foundation for Peace and Future Research
http://www.transnational.org/tff/index.html
Based in Lund, Sweden, the Transnational Foundation for Peace and Future Research offers free full-text articles, papers, commentary, and news items on international peace initiatives and issues. Also available are archived editions of the foundation’s online journal, The Meeting Point.

Whirled Bank Group
http://www.whirledbank.org/
Created and maintained by the Institute of Equity, Ecology, Humor and Art, the Whirled Bank Group site offers articles and fact sheets related to the effect of World Bank policies on global society—particularly as it relates to the environment and development. Globalization activist events and links are also featured on the site.

The World Bank
http://www.worldbank.org
A parody of the World Bank site, the World Bank offers full-text articles, essays, and papers critiquing the work of the World Bank. This site is maintained by Montreal-based Social Justice Committee.
Globalization Journals and Special Issues

- Special issue devoted to globalization and related topics
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization, in addition to any special issues
- Note on Full Text availability: Numbers in parentheses reflect the number of months of a publisher’s embargo, if any. i.e, (6m) reflects a 6 month embargo.

**Key to EBSCO databases:** A=Academic Search Premier; B=Business Source Premier; MAS= MAS Ultra – School Edition; Mast=MasterFILE Premier; Mil=Military and Government Collection; N=HealthSource: Nursing/Academic Edition

**Advances in International Marketing**
Scholarly contributions to the field of international marketing, concentrating on new and innovative perspectives.

**African Sociological Review**
Promotes the extension of sociological and anthropological thought among scholars working in Africa. Publishes articles on issues of African and general social analysis.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

**Agora**
Presents a cross-disciplinary examination of societal problems relating to youth and youth policy.

**Alberta Law Review**
Promotes legal research and scholarship and provides a forum for the discussion of contemporary legal issues.
  - Full Text: LexisNexis: 01/1997

**Alternatives: Global, Local, Political (Formerly Alternatives: Social Transformation and Humane Governance)**
New forms of political practice and the changing relationships between local political practices and emerging forms of global economy, culture, and policy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

**American Behavioral Scientist**
Each issue analyzes a single topic, in areas such as marketing, medicine and public service, exploring the emerging frontiers of the social sciences.
  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: Ingenta Select: 01/1999
*American Studies*
Focus on American life, people, ideas and ideology; including minorities, ethnic groups, media, popular culture, women's studies, literature, history, geography, technology, social movements, the arts and communities.


*Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science*
Interdisciplinary discussion of problems and policy issues affecting America and the world community.

- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

*Arab Studies Quarterly*
Essays and reviews on all aspects of Arabs, their culture, history and institutions.

  * Full Text: EBSCO A, Mil, MAS, Mast: 01/1990

*Asia Pacific Business Review*
Addresses the rising presence of multinationals in world markets and the origins of national economic success. Draws together economics, history, politics and culture in order to explore business in the Asia Pacific countries.

  * Full Text: EBSCO B: 10/2000 (12m); Ingenta Select: 2000-2002

*ASEAN Economic Bulletin*
Economic development, political and social change in Southeast Asia.


*Asian Journal of Social Science (Formerly Southeast Asian Journal of Social Science)*
Interdisciplinary exploration of issues in Southeast Asian societies. Covers anthropology, economics, geography, history, language and literature, political science, psychology and sociology.

- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: EBSCO A: 03/1999-09/2000; EBSCO A: 03/2001 (6m); Ingenta Select: current 12 months only;

*Assessment in Education: Principles, Policy and Practice*
Considers student learning, new approaches to assessment, performance indicators and cross-cultural studies of achievement.

  * Full Text: EBSCO A, Pro: 03/1994 (3m); Ingenta Select 01/1999

*Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Note on Full Text availability
**Australian Journal of International Affairs**
Articles, commentary and reviews on Australian international affairs. Covers history, regionalism security, integration, politics, and foreign policy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A, Mast: 05/1995 (3m), Ingenta Select: 04/1999

**British Journal of Sociology**
Covers the entire span of sociological thought and research, with an emphasis on younger sociologists and current developments in research and analysis.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A, B: 03/1975 (12m); Ingenta Online and Select 03/1999; JSTOR 1950-1997

**Brookings Review**
Published by the Brookings Institution. Quarterly journal features articles that explore public policy in jargon-free language.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

**Bulletin of the World Health Organization**
Original research findings on worldwide human health problems.
- Full Text: EBSCO A, N: 01/2001; http://www.who.int/bulletin/

**Canadian Journal of Development Studies**
Interdisciplinary forum for new ideas in development studies, including natural and social sciences. Focuses on policy implications of theory and research on international development, and an equitable world order.

**Canadian Studies in Population**
Substantive and technical demography and related fields of study. Articles of international interest and topics affecting the population of the earth as a whole.

**Capitalism, Nature, Socialism**
International journal of theory and politics. Especially concerned with the dialectics of human and natural history, labor; ecology, feminist and community movements, radical democracy, and human rights.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: Ingenta Online and Select: 03/2001-03/2002

**Chicago Journal of International Law**
Interdisciplinary forum for discussion and analysis of international law and policy issues.
- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
Comparative Education Review
Investigates education throughout the world and the social, economic, and political forces that shape it.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

Comparative Literature
Explores important issues of literary history not confined to a single national literature.

Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East (Formerly South Asia Bulletin)
Critical and comparative analyses of the histories, cultural productions, social and gender relations, politics, and economies of Africa, South Asia, and the Middle East.
- “Globalization and Cultural Studies” (w/ “Education in the Middle East”) 21:1/2. 2001.

Constellations: An International Journal of Critical and Democratic Theory
Philosophy, politics, social theory, and law. Aims to help expand the global possibilities for radical politics and social criticism.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 04/1997; EBSCO A: 04/1994 (12m); Ingenta Online: 04/1997

Convergence: International Journal for Adult Education (Toronto)
Issues, practices and developments in the broad field of adult and non-formal education. Aimed at practitioners, decision-makers, researchers, administrators, teachers and students of adult education.

Cooperation and Conflict
Promotes research and understanding of international relations, embracing the entire range of methodologies, approaches, traditions and schools.
- Full Text: Ingenta Online: 03/1999

Critical Review: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Politics and Society
Scholarly inquiry into the effects of modern institutions, such as capitalism and the nation-state, on human well-being.

Current History
Reports on world affairs and provides analysis of changing conditions.

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
Democracy and Nature: The International Journal of Inclusive Democracy
A forum for dialogue on the relationship between democracy and nature.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 07/1998 (12m); Ingenta Online and Select: 03/2000

Development: Journal of the Society for International Development
Committed to the search for social transformation towards a more sustainable and just world. Includes perspectives from the margins of the global development discourse, exploring collective initiatives at local, regional and international levels.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: Ingenta Online: 03/1999

Development and Change
Interdisciplinary analysis and discussion of current development issues and social change.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 01/1997; EBSCO A, B, Pro: 01/1998 (12m); Ingenta Online: 01/1997

Development in Practice
Forum for practitioners, policy makers and academics to exchange information and analysis concerning the social dimensions of development and humanitarian relief work.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 05/1998 (12m); Ingenta Online: 02/1997; Ingenta Select: 02/1995

Dialogue and Universalism
Complementariness, synergy and perspectives of open syntheses of sciences as the foundation of contemporary universalism. Also, logical problems of "meta-languages", metatheory and metaphilosophy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 01/1999

East Asia: An International Quarterly (Formerly The Journal of Northeast Asian Studies)
Examines the interplay between politics and culture underlying major developments in China, Japan, Korea, and the Pacific Rim.
- Full Text: EBSCO A, Mast, Mil: 10/1998 (6m); Ingenta Online and Select: 04/1999

Ecologist
Covers a range of topical and general subjects and opens new areas of debate on everything from science and technology to the impacts of globalisation on jobs, health and the environment.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A, Pro: 02/2001

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
Ecumenical Review
Theological and ethical analysis focuses on a specific theme each issue. Concerns range from religious freedom and proselytism to work in a sustainable society.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 01/1975

Environment and Planning A
Interdisciplinary journal of urban and regional research, concerned with the fate of cities and regions.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: IUB Individual Titles: 01/2001

Environment and Urbanization
Provides researchers, NGO staff and professionals in Africa, Asia and Latin America with the chance to write about their work, present their ideas and debate on issues.

Ethnography
Interdisciplinary journal for the ethnographic study of social and cultural change. Seeks to promote embedded research that fuses close-up observation, rigorous theory and social critique.

European Business Review
Reflects changing patterns in the European business environment, exploring the ongoing process of European economic integration.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: ABI/INFORM Global: 01/1992 (12m); Emerald Fulltext: 01/1994; Ingenta Online: 02/1994

European Journal of Development Research
Debate and analysis on matters of policy, theory and practice, in all aspects of development studies. Emphasis on research carried out in Europe or in co-operation with European institutions. Most issues address a common theme.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A, B: 06/1989 (12m)

European Journal of Social Theory
A multidisciplinary and transnational approach to making social theory relevant to the challenges facing the social sciences in the 21st century.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
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European Law Journal
Develops the study and understanding of European law in its social, cultural, political, and economic context.
    ★ Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 03/1997; EBSCO A, B: 03/1995 (12m)

European Planning Studies
Provides a forum for ideas and information about spatial development processes and policies in Europe.
  ▪ Regularly publishes articles on globalization
    ★ Full Text: EBSCO A, B, Mast: 03/1994 (3m)

Feminist Economics
Interdisciplinary discourse on feminist perspectives on economics and the economy. Features economic issues from cross-disciplinary perspectives.
    ★ Full Text: EBSCO A, B: 03/1997 (12m); Ingenta Online: 03/1997

Feminist Review
Exploration of the socio-economic realities of women's lives, promoting materialist work which is informed by both socio-economic and cultural representational issues.
    ★ Full Text: Ingenta Select: 01/1997

Foreign Affairs
An international forum for new ideas, analysis, and debate on international affairs and foreign policy.
  ▪ Regularly publishes articles on globalization

Foreign Policy
Magazine of global politics, economics, and ideas, focusing on how the process of global integration is reshaping nations, institutions, cultures, and daily lives.
    ▪ Regularly publishes articles on globalization

Futurist
Trends and developments that are likely to have a major impact on the ways we will live in the years ahead. Presents information that can help to evaluate design for change.
  ▪ Regularly publishes articles on globalization

• Special issue devoted to globalization
• Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
★ Note on Full Text availability
**Gender and Development**
Focuses on gender and women's issues internationally, exploring the links between gender and development initiatives around the world.
  * Full Text: EBSCO A, Pro: 02/1995 (12m); Ingenta Online and Select 02/1995-11/2002

**Genre: Forms of Discourse and Culture (Oklahoma)**
Emphasizes the intricate relations between genre and its social, institutional, cultural and political contexts.

**Geoforum**
Focuses on the organization of economic, political, social and environmental systems, ranging from analysis of the global political economy and environment, through national systems of regulation and governance, to urban and regional development, local economic and urban planning and resources management.
  * Full Text: ScienceDirect: current 5 years; ScienceDirect Web Editions: current year

**Geopolitics**
All aspects of the social sciences, with particular emphasis on political geography, international relations, the territorial aspects of political science and international law.
  * Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: EBSCO A: 06/2000-p (6m)

**Global Governance**
Explores the impact of international institutions and multilateral processes on economic development, peace and security, human rights, and the preservation of the environment.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: EBSCO A, B, Mil: 01/1999 (6m); Factiva: 01/2001

**Global Networks**
Discussion, debate and refinement of key ideas on global networks, transnational affairs and practices and their relation to wider theories of globalization from any field of study, including anthropology, geography, international political economy, business studies and sociology.
  * Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 01/2001

**Global Social Policy**
Analyzes global social policy and social development discourse and practice. Encourages discussion of the implications for social policy of the dynamics of the global economy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
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Global Society: *Journal of Interdisciplinary International Relations*
Analyze the internationalization of various levels of social interaction, covering international relations, political science, political philosophy, and international law.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: ABI/INFORM Global: 04/1998 (12m); EBSCO A, Mil: 01/1998 (3m)

Health, Risk and Society
Covers the social processes which influence the ways in which risks are taken, communicated, assessed, and managed in relation to health and health care.
- Full Text: EBSCO A, B, N: 03/1999 (12m)

IDS Bulletin
Quarterly bulletin of the Institute of Development Studies. Examines development issues around topics such as men and masculinities, social policy in the South, participation accountability and health, and NGO partnerships.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: Ingenta Online 01/2002

Inter-Asia Cultural Studies
Aims at enhancing the communication and exchange between Inter-Asia and other regions of the cultural studies world.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 04/2000 (12m)

International Affairs (London)
Articles in international politics, economics, security and other fields published by the Royal Institute of International Affairs.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

International Feminist Journal of Politics
Looks at how women’s issues influence politics.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 06/1999 (12m)

International Journal of Educational Development
Articles, case studies and research reports on educational developments and reforms taking place throughout the world, with particular attention to the impact of globalisation and pressures from international aid agencies.
- Full Text: ScienceDirect Web Editions: current year only

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
International Journal of Social Economics
Articles, essays, and special thematic issues on all aspects of social economics for an international audience.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

International Journal of Urban and Regional Research
Encompasses material from critical, comparative and geographic perspectives, examining the changing roles of cities and regions.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 03/1997; EBSCO A, B: 03/1996 (12m); Ingenta Online: 03/1997

International Political Science Review
Studies political phenomena in a contemporary context of increasing international interdependence and global change.
  - Full Text: Ingenta Online: 01/2000

International Politics: A Journal of Transnational Issues and Global Problems
Addresses contemporary transnational issues and global problems through scholarly research, policy-relevant essays, research findings and commentaries on current policy controversies.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

International Social Science Journal
Taking a particular interest in policy-relevant questions and interdisciplinary approaches, ISSJ is a forum for review, reflection and discussion rather than an outlet of first publication for research projects. Each issue addresses a theme.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 03/1998; EBSCO A: 02/1975 (12m); Ingenta Online: 03/1998

International Sociology
Provides a global perspective on important issues of interest to sociologists throughout the world, focusing on social organization, societal change and comparative sociology.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: Ingenta Online: 03/1999-12/2002

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Note on Full Text availability
**International Studies Review**
A window on current research in the field of international studies through analytic reviews of recent trends and controversies in scholarship around the world.

  - Full Text: EBSCO A: 03/1999 (12m)

**Journal of Business Ethics**
Speculative philosophy as well as reports of empirical research cover a wide variety of methodological and disciplinary perspectives concerning ethical issues related to business.

- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

**Journal of Canadian Studies**
Articles in English or French dealing with some aspect of Canada or Canadian life.

  - Full Text: EBSCO A: 03/2001 (6m); LexisNexis: 1986

**Journal of Developing Societies (Brill)**
Scholarly analyses of developing societies and cultures, past and contemporary, focusing primarily on issues of development and change.

  - Full Text: EBSCO A: 04/1999

**Journal of Education Policy**
Debates various aspects of policy at all levels of and in all facets of education, engaging in historical and comparative studies, as well as policy analysis and evaluation reports.

  - Full Text: EBSCO A, Pro: 01/1999 (12m)

**Journal of Human Development**
Explores the multi-dimensional nature of human potential, growth, and markets across economic, social and political divides and addressing issues at global, national, and local levels.

  - Full Text: EBSCO A, N: 02/2000 (12m)

**Journal of International Business Studies**
Comparative (cross-cultural) research of all aspects of the multinational business enterprise and international business education.

  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization

---

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
Journal of International Relations and Development
All aspects of international relations, including issues relating to international law and international political economy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Full Text: EBSCO A, B: 03/2001

Journal of Macromarketing
Focuses on the impact of marketing upon a wide range of social science and business issues, including management, economics, sociology and history.
- “Special Issue on Globalization.” (forthcoming 2003)
- Full Text: ABI/INFORM Global: 10/1992 (12m); Ingenta Online: 06/1999

Journal of Third World Studies
Bi-annual journal of third world problems and issues.

Journal of World-Systems Research
Interdisciplinary research on topics relevant to the analysis of world-systems. Includes civilizationists, evolutionary approaches, international political economy, comparative, historical and cultural analysis.
- Full Text: http://csf.colorado.edu/jwsr/

Latin American Perspectives
Multidisciplinary discussion of the political economy of capitalism, imperialism, and socialism in the Americas, examining the current state of Latin America.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

Library Management
International perspectives on the critical issues facing library and information services, combining research, theory and organizational practice.
- Full Text: ABI/INFORM Global: 01/1992 (12m); Emerald Fulltext: 01/1994; Ingenta Online: 01/1994

Millennium: Journal of International Studies
New approaches to topics in international studies, with an interest in the ideas and actors that shape the world and world views.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
Mobilization
International, interdisciplinary journal of research and theory specializing in social movements, protests and collective behavior.

Monthly Review: An Independent Socialist Magazine
Blends scholarship and activism presenting a review of the month and feature articles on politics, economy, international relations, sociology and philosophy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

New Political Economy
Articles, reviews, and commentary for economists covering international, environmental, comparative, and developmental areas.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

New Political Science
Analyses of politics which reflect a commitment to progressive social change, holding that political and cultural development cannot be understood in isolation from each other.
  * Full Text: EBSCO A: 03/1998 (12m); Ingenta Online and Select: 03/2000

Nonprofit and Voluntary Sector Quarterly
International and interdisciplinary research, discussion, and analysis examining the impact of nonprofit organizations, philanthropy, and voluntarism on society.

NPQ: New Perspectives Quarterly (Formerly Center Magazine)
Articles on social, economic and political themes written by the fellows of The Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: EBSCO A, B, MAS, Mast: 01/1990 (12m)

Oxford Development Studies (Formerly Oxford Agrarian Studies)
Multidisciplinary analysis of theories and policy issues in all aspects of development, publishing quantitative papers as well as surveys of literature.
  * Full Text: EBSCO A, B: 06/1996 (3m)
Oxford Studies in Comparative Education
Bi-annual issues each focus on a single theme of comparative or international studies in education.

Pacifica Review: Peace, Security and Global Change
Addresses practical and theoretical questions of a globalising world, focusing on the international dimension of political, economic and cultural life, cutting across boundaries that separate states, economies and societies, as well as disciplines and ideologies.
* Full Text: EBSCO A, Mil: 02/2000 (12m)

PMLA: Publications of the Modern Language Association
Essays on language and literature.
* Full Text: JSTOR: 1889-1990

Polish Quarterly of International Affairs
Articles and studies, briefings, diplomatic archives, reviews and notes of the political sciences, international relations, security politics and political transformation. Contributions in English, French and German.

Political Geography
Current political geography research covering four major areas: 'traditional' topics, such as geostrategic regions and the spatial structure of states; quantitative, positivist studies; political economy approaches; and post-structuralist analyses of geopolitics.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Full Text: ScienceDirect: current 5 years; ScienceDirect Web Editions: current year

Politics and Society
Questions the way the world is organized politically, reconstructing social inquiry through fundamental questions of theory, policy and politics.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Full Text: EBSCO A, MAS: 03/1990 (12m); Ingenta Online: 03/1999

Progress in Human Geography
Coverage of human geography concentrating on progress made by geographers as well as ideas in the fields of economics, mathematics, social history, archaeology, and sociology.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Full Text: EBSCO A: 03/1997; Ingenta Online: 06/1997

Protosociology
Interdisciplinary journal of philosophy and the social sciences. Central concerns are developments in the philosophy of language and mind, and social system theory.

* Special issue devoted to globalization
* Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Note on Full Text availability
Public Culture
Ethnographies and analyses of cultural studies. Essays map the capital, human, and media flows drawing cities, peoples, and states into transnational relationships and political economies.
- Full Text: EBSCO A: 09/1997 (12m); Project Muse: Spring 1999

Race and Class: A Journal for Black and Third World Liberation
Multidisciplinary approach to topics such as globalisation, popular culture, post colonialism, black politics, European fascism, debt, culture and identity, and the information revolution.
  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: Ingenta Online: 01/2000

Regional Studies
Original research on such topics as industrial, retail and office location, labour markets, housing, migration, recreation, transport communications and the evaluation of public policy.
  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: ABI/INFORM Global: 06/1997-11/2000; EBSCO B: 02/1997 (12m); Ingenta Online and Select 02/1997

Religious Education
Research and discussion of the intersection of religion and education: educational theory; tradition and trends; policy and practice; models and methods; moral, value, and character education; sacred texts; and spiritual, cultural, and social issues in education.
  - Full Text: EBSCO A, Mast, Pro: 01/1990; Ingenta Online: 01/2001

Rethinking Marxism
Debate over the social consequences of Marxian economic, cultural, and social analysis. Includes theoretical and philosophical matters as well as empirical analyses.

Review of African Political Economy
Commentary, articles, debate, reviews, and works-in-progress covering all aspects of African political economy.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

Review of International Economics
Theoretical, empirical, and policy oriented coverage of international economics.
  - Full Text: Blackwell-Synergy: 01/1997; EBSCO B: 02/1997 (12m); Ingenta Online: 1/1997

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
**Review of International Political Economy**
Global and interdisciplinary approach to exploring international trade, finance, production and consumption in conjunction with issues of culture, identity, gender and ecology.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Full Text: EBSCO B: 01/1998 (12m); Ingenta Online and Select: 01/1997-08/2002

**Review of International Studies**
International relations and related fields such as politics, history, law, and sociology, offering a forum for debates, with a special issue published biannually.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Full Text: Cambridge Journals Online: 10/1997

**SAIS Review**
Policy-focused perspective on global political, economic, and security questions, including both scholarly inquiry and practical experience.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Full Text: Project Muse: Fall 1995

**Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society**
Interdisciplinary journal of women and society that addresses diversity issues involving race, class and sexual preference.

**Singapore Journal of Tropical Geography**
Theoretical and empirical articles dealing with physical and human environments and developmental issues from geographical and inter-related disciplinary viewpoints in the tropical world.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization

**Social Alternatives**
Analyses, critiques, and reviews of contemporary social, cultural, economic, and ecological developments. Also publishes short stories and poetry.

---

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Note on Full Text availability
Social Justice: A Journal of Crime, Conflict and World Order
Promotes human dignity, equality, peace and genuine security. Focus on issues of crime, social control and the penal system, encompassing globalization, human and civil rights, environmental health and safety concerns, ethnic and gender relations, and persistent global inequalities.
  • Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: Alt-PressWatch 03/1995; ProQuest Criminal Justice: 01/1997

Social Problems
Critical perspectives on contemporary social issues. Topics include homelessness, youth at risk, bias in the justice system, affirmative action in education, agents of social change, and feminism and language.

Social Text
Covers a broad spectrum of social and cultural phenomena, focusing on questions of gender, sexuality, race, and the environment.
  • "Globalization?" 17:3(60). Fall 1999.

Socialism and Democracy
Global perspectives on politics, race, national identity, social movements and history.
  • Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: Alt-PressWatch: 04/1995

Sociological Perspectives
Research, theory, scholarship, and practice articles of general interest in the field of sociology.

Sociology of Religion
A broad range of articles on theoretical and empirical issues in the classic tradition of comparative, historical and theoretical work.

South Atlantic Quarterly
Published exclusively in special issues, SAQ examines a wide range of cultural phenomena and evaluates the work of today's writers and intellectuals.
  * Full Text: EBSCO A: 01/1997 (12m); Project Muse: Summer 1999

---

• Special issue devoted to globalization
• Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
* Note on Full Text availability
Studies in Political Economy: A Socialist Review
Interdisciplinary journal of the traditions of socialist political economy, exploring how political, economic and cultural processes and struggles interact to shape the conditions of people's lives.

Theoria: A Journal of Social and Political Theory
Multidisciplinary journal of social and political theory, addressing challenges posed by the social, political and economic forces that shape the contemporary world.

Theory and Society
Broad-ranging theoretically-informed analyses of social processes, from prehistory to contemporary affairs, from individuals and societies to world culture, from First World to Third World.

Theory, Culture and Society
Examines culture within contemporary social science, providing a forum for articles which theorize the relationship between culture and society and ask new questions in cultural theory.
  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: Ingenta Online: 02/1999

Third World Quarterly: Journal of Emerging Areas
Provides a reflective analysis of micro-economic and grassroots efforts of development practitioners and planners.
  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: EBSCO A, B, Mast, Mil: 01/1990 (3m); Ingenta Online and Select: 03/1995

Urban Studies
Economics, planning, political science, statistics, geography, sociology, population studies and public administration contributing to the fields of urban and regional planning.
  - Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Full Text: EBSCO A, B, Mast: 08/1993 (3m); Ingenta Online and Select: 02/1995

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
  * Note on Full Text availability
**World Development**
Constructive ideas and analysis for improving the human condition by examining potential solutions to problems such as: poverty, disease, environmental degradation, inadequate technological resources, international debt, discrimination, civil conflict, and lack of popular participation in economic and political life.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: ScienceDirect: current 5 years; ScienceDirect Web Editions: current year

**World Economy**
Concentrates on trade policy issues nationally, regionally and globally through topics such as exchange rates, debt, and the environment.
- Regularly publishes articles on globalization
  - Full Text: EBSCO B: 07/1993 (12m); Ingenta Online: 01/1997

- Special issue devoted to globalization
- Journal regularly publishes articles on globalization
- Note on Full Text availability
Films/Videos

Advertising Missionaries.
Dir. Chris Hilton and Gauthier Flauder. 52 minutes. First Run Icarus Films, 1996.
Theater companies travel the remote highlands of Papua New Guinea attempting to spread the consumer message.

And the Dish Ran Away with the Spoon.
From Developing Stories, Series 1: Environment and Development. Effects of the dominance of US and French programs on television in the Caribbean.

Arms for the Poor.
Interviews and statistics link U.S. arms sales to global inequality.

Banking on Life and Debt.
Reports detrimental effects of the World Bank on Ghana, Brazil and the Philippines.

Big Spuds, Little Spuds.
Dir. Christoph Corves and Delia Castiñeira. 52 minutes. Bullfrog Films, 1999.
Effects of climate change and monoculture on potatoes, one of the world's staple food crops.

Blowpipes and Bulldozers.
The Penan, a nomadic tribe of the Malaysian rainforest, encounters modern logging in their homeland.

Borderline Cases: Environmental Matters at the United States-Mexico Border.
Dir. Lynn Corcoran. 65 minutes. Bullfrog Films, 1996.
Investigates the environmental impact of factories that have been built in Mexico at the US-Mexico border by multinational corporations.

Boundaries of Change.
From Ways We Live: Exploring Community Series. Richmond, VA copes with a recent wave of Asian immigration, accepting change while retaining community.

Chain of Love.
Examines the export of Philippine caregivers to the West. Their remittances are the Philippines’ largest source of income in foreign currency.

China: Unleashing the Dragon.
4-part documentary chronicling economic transformation in China.
City Life: A Series about Globalization.
Series examines globalization's effects on cities and their inhabitants.

**Episodes:**

Deadly Embrace: Nicaragua, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
Dir. Elizabeth Canner for the Nicaragua Education Fund. 28 minutes. Compas de la Primavera, 1997.
Personal stories of the Nicaraguan people demonstrate the impact of World Bank and International Monetary Fund policies. Free streaming video available at www.workingtv.com/real/real158.html

Democracy à la Maude.
Canadian Maude Barlow is a grassroots organizer who has waged successful battles against globalization, NAFTA and media consolidation.

Distress Signals: An Investigation of Global Television.
America’s number two export is entertainment. Looks at attitudes and inequalities, use and misuse of the medium.

Drowned Out: We Can’t Wish Them Away.
Indian villagers endure hunger strikes, police brutality and a six-year court case to prevent the displacement of 16 million people to make way for the Narmada Dam.

The Electronic Curtain.
Follows the journey of an unemployed Rumanian worker, as he attempts to defeat the new electronic surveillance system and cross the German border into Western Europe.

The Emperor’s New Clothes: A Cautionary Tale of Free Trade.
Effects of economic globalization on workers in Canada, the United States, and Mexico, before, during and after the signing of NAFTA.
Fear and Learning at Hoover Elementary.
A teacher and Mexican immigrant at a Los Angeles elementary school explores the ramifications of Proposition 187, which denies health care and public education to undocumented immigrants.

For Man Must Work: Or the End of Work.
As human resources continue to be replaced by technology, this film asks if the inevitable result is an economic apartheid, where a third of humanity is unemployed, bringing an end to work as we know it.

Free Markets for Free Men.
Dir. Sue Clayton and Jonathan Curling. 52 minutes. First Run Icarus Films, 1986.
Examines how the fluctuations of the futures markets negatively affects the economies of commodity-producing countries such as Brazil.

The Global Banquet.
Ethical and economic perspectives on the globalization of the world food supply.

Global Village or Global Pillage.
Shows constructive ways ordinary people around the world are addressing the impact of globalization on their communities, workplaces, and environments. Free streaming video available at www.tappedintothearth.com/html/video.html

Globalization and Human Rights.
Examines the impact of globalization and its links to human rights, asking whether it is possible for profits and principles to coexist.

The Golf War.
Philippine villagers resist the transformation of their farmland into a tourist resort, sparking a national battle over land and revolution.

Japan Dreaming.
Technological journey through Japan's culture and changing landscape.

King for a Day.
A Bangladeshi journalist follows the arrangements for the arrival of President Bill Clinton in March 2000, attempting to discover what the common man really feels about President Clinton's visit.

Life. (Series).
The effect of globalization on ordinary people throughout the world.

   Episodes: Life: The Story So Far- how the globalized world economy affects ordinary people.
   Geraldo Off-Line-globalization affects Brazilian factory worker. From Docklands to Dhaka-
   British doctor improves community health in Bangladesh. An Act of Faith: The Phelophepa
   Health Train-health care tour of South Africa. The Philadelphia Story-effect of globalization on

*Life and Debt.*
Dir. Stephanie Black. 90 minutes.
Follows Jamaica’s economic decline since gaining independence in the 1960s. World Bank and IMF funds, multinational corporations complicate the picture. Narration by Jamaica Kincaid.

*Maquila: A Tale of Two Mexicos.*
Contrasts Mexican countryside with industrial border zones, plus an investigation into a large number of murders of poor women in these areas.

*Mobile World.*
Scrutiny of the current telecommunications revolution, from the use of multicultural images in technology marketing to the widening digital divide.

*The New Rulers of the World.*
Journalist John Pilger investigates Indonesia as a microcosm of the effects of globalization around the world.

*Not for Sale.*
Dir. Mark Dworkin and Melissa Young. 31 minutes. Bullfrog Films, 2002.
Examines the new corporate practice of patenting life forms, airing the views of farmers, indigenous people, and anti-globalization activists who oppose patents on life.

*Our Friends at the Bank.*
Follows World Bank and International Monetary Fund decision-makers in Uganda, showing how top-level decisions are made in the field.
The Spectre of Hope.
Critic and writer John Berger discusses photographer Sebastião Salgado’s portraits of people around the world who have been forced from their homes and traditions to cities and refugee camps.

Sweating for a T-Shirt.
Visits T-shirt factories in Honduras, interviewing both workers and industry representatives.

T-Shirt Travels: A Documentary on Secondhand Clothes and Third World Debt in Zambia.
Dir. Shantha Bloemen. 60 minutes. Filmmakers Library (educational use only), 2001.
Tracks workers in the informal economy of Zambia who make their living trading in secondhand clothing from the U.S.

Trinkets and Beads.
Dir. Christopher Walker. 52 minutes. First Run Icarus Films, 1996.
Indigenous rainforest peoples of eastern Ecuador battle international oil company exploitation. Explores the controversial role of evangelical missionaries’ attempts to “civilize” the Ecuadorians.

Focusing on Levi Strauss and Co., examines the relocation of factories from Western countries to nations like Indonesia, the Philippines, and Turkey, where wages are low and employee rights are nonexistent.

Worlds Out of Time.
The widespread encroachment of western consumerism into other cultures via the mass media.